
Dear Editor-in-chief Jia-Ping Yan, 

Enclosed please find our revised manuscript entitled, “ Atrial 

Fibrillation and Concomitant Left Subclavian Artery, Axillary 

Artery and Brachial Artery Embolism after Fiberoptic 

Bronchoscopy: A Case Report”for publication as a Case Report in 

the World Journal of Clinical Cases. We are grateful to the reviewers 

for their helpful and insightful comments. We have revised the 

manuscript, focusing on the scientific content and grammatical 

expression as suggested by the reviewers, and believe the revisions 

have significantly improvd the paper， the old manuscript number is 

60795 and it had passed Peer-review. 

Reviewer #1: 

Scientific Quality: Grade B (Very good) 

Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing) 

Conclusion: Minor revision 

Specific Comments to Authors: Conclusion in abstract should be 

clear. Please re-write the conclusion. There are grammatical 

mistakes in manuscript. For ex- in line (introduction section) 15-17, 

please simplify the sentences. These are extra spaces and missing 

spaces in the manuscript. Authors should mention mitral valve 

stenosis in abstract, as it may cause thromboembolism.  

     



1.I had modified the article according to the suggestions of 

reviewers. 

2. I had provided the author contributions 

3.I had provided Copyright License Agreement and 

Conflict-of-Interest Disclosure Form  

4.I had provide the original figure documents. 

5. the reference had revised throughout.  

6. The manuscript had re-polished by original editing company. 

All authors have read and approved the submitted manuscript, and 

no part of the submitted work has been published or is under 

consideration for publication elsewhere. None of the authors 

currently have any financial interests or other relationships that 

might lead to a conflict of interest. 

Thank you for re-considering our work. Please do not hesitate to 

contact me if you have any questions or require additional 

information. 

Sincerely, 

Kai-Hua Zhou 

Master of Medicine and Chief Physician  

Respiratory Department 

Kunming Municipal First People's Hospital 

Kunming 



1288 Beijing Road 

China 

Email address: zkh51033528@sina.com. 

 

 


